
Murder In Murloo: Unravel the Dark Secrets of
Dusty Kent Mysteries!
Are you a fan of thrilling mysteries, intricate plotlines, and captivating detective
stories? If so, you're in for a treat! Dusty Kent Mysteries presents "Murder In
Murloo," an enthralling crime novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat
from start to finish.
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The Storyline

Set in the fictional town of Murloo, this gripping murder mystery follows the
journey of Dusty Kent, a determined and sharp-witted private investigator. When
a wealthy local landowner is found dead under suspicious circumstances, Dusty
is called upon to untangle the web of secrets surrounding the case.
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The story takes you on a thrilling ride through a small community where everyone
is a suspect. As Dusty delves deeper into the mystery, she uncovers long-held
grudges, hidden scandals, and deadly secrets that threaten to destroy the
tranquility of Murloo forever.

The Characters

The cast of characters in "Murder In Murloo" is rich and diverse, adding depth
and complexity to the story. From the enigmatic Dusty Kent herself to the
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eccentric townsfolk and secretive suspects, each character is meticulously
crafted, leaving no room for predictability.

Dusty Kent is not your typical detective. She possesses a unique blend of
intuition, intelligence, and fearlessness that sets her apart from the rest. Her
determination to uncover the truth often leads her into perilous situations, keeping
readers at the edge of their seats.

As the story progresses, the web of alliances and betrayals becomes increasingly
intricate. Old friendships turn sour, hidden ties are revealed, and past loves
resurface. This tangled network of relationships creates an atmosphere of
suspicion where anyone could be the killer.

The Intrigue and Plot Twists

One of the highlights of "Murder In Murloo" is the multitude of surprising plot
twists and unexpected turns. Just when you think you have everything figured
out, another piece of the puzzle falls into place, leaving you questioning
everything you thought you knew.

The author masterfully weaves together an intricate plot that keeps readers
guessing until the very end. With each revelation, the stakes get higher, slowly
building towards a climactic finale that will leave you breathless.

The Stunning Setting

Murloo, the atmospheric backdrop of the story, is brought to life through vivid
descriptions and meticulous attention to detail. The town's dusty streets,
charming cottages, and eerie silence create an immersive reading experience
that will transport you directly into the heart of the mystery.



In

"Murder In Murloo" is a must-read for fans of crime fiction and detective novels. It
combines compelling characters, a suspenseful plot, and an atmospheric setting
to create a thrilling reading experience that will leave you craving more of Dusty
Kent's mysteries.
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Prepare yourself for an adrenaline-fueled journey through the dark secrets lurking
beneath the surface of Murloo. Join Dusty as she follows the trail of clues,
unravels the truth, and uncovers a murderer hiding in plain sight.

Don't miss out on this captivating page-turner that will keep you guessing until the
very end. Get your copy of "Murder In Murloo" today and embark on a gripping
adventure with Dusty Kent!
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Think Agatha Christie! Think Brigid George! A Christie style murder mystery set in
Australia.

A young woman lies dead. Gabby Peters was strangled in her own home. One
year later the killer still has not been caught.

The victim’s parents call in Dusty Kent; an investigative journalist with an
impeccable record in solving murders.
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Was it the itinerant surfer who left the seaside village of Murloo after the murder?
Was it Gabby’s fiancé or one of her friends? Was it the neighbour with the mass
of dreadlocks or spiteful old Edna from down the road? They are all hiding
secrets. Which one is hiding the worst secret of all?

The hopes of Gabby’s grieving family rest on Dusty Kent.

‘A real who dun it mystery!’ Jodene Roeker - Amazon Review.
This book was awarded 5 stars by 'Readers' Favorite: Book Reviews and Award
Contest'.

The Dusty Kent Murder Mystery series is written by JB Rowley, author of Amazon
best seller Whisper My Secret, under the pen name Brigid George.
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